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We investigated the dielectric response of CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO) thin films grown epitaxially on LaAlO3
(001) substrates by pulsed laser deposition. The dielectric response of the films was found to be strongly
dominated by a power law in frequency, typical of materials with localized hopping charge carriers, in contrast
to the Debye-like response of the bulk material. The film conductivity decreases with annealing in oxygen, and
it suggests that oxygen deficit is a cause of the relatively high film conductivity. With increase of the oxygen
content, the room temperature frequency response of the CCTO thin films changes from the response indicat-
ing the presence of some relatively low conducting capacitive layers to purely power law, and then toward a
frequency independent response with a relative dielectric constant«8,102. The film conductance and dielec-
tric response decrease upon decrease of the temperature, with dielectric response being dominated by the
power-law frequency dependence. Below,80 K, the dielectric response of the films is frequency independent
with «8 close to 102. The results provide another piece of evidence for an extrinsic, Maxwell-Wagner type,
origin of the colossal dielectric response of the bulk CCTO material, connected with electrical inhomogeneity
of the bulk material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There exists considerable interest in the dielectric behav-
ior of the compound CaCu3Ti4O12 (CCTO). This material in
ceramic and single-crystalline forms shows colossal dielec-
tric response with relative permittivity«8 up to 105 at room
temperature, which is practically frequency independent be-
tween dc and 106 Hz for the temperature range between 100
and 600 K. The dielectric permittivity abruptly drops down
to a value ,100 upon lowering the temperature below
100 K. The value«8,100 is also seen at frequencies of a
few times 106 Hz and higher.1,2 The dielectric response be-
havior of the material is characteristic of Debye-like relax-
ation with a single relaxation time.

Apart from the giant values of the dielectric constant, the
independence of dielectric properties of frequency and tem-
perature is a property that is highly desirable for all applica-
tions of high-K materials. The understanding of the mecha-
nism underlying the behavior of CCTO ceramics and single
crystals might lead to engineering of new high-K materials
with broadly temperature and frequency independent dielec-
tric response, especially those suitable for applications in
thin film form. For this reason, CCTO has been a subject of
intensive research. However, the origin of the giant dielectric
constant of CCTO ceramics and single crystals is so far not
understood. Attempts were made to explain its behavior as
an “intrinsic” property of the crystal lattice,1,2 or a property

arising due to some “extrinsic” factors such as lattice
defects3 or Schottky barriers at electrode-sample interfaces.4

Structural1 and spectroscopic2,5–7 investigations of ceramic
and single crystal samples along with first principles
calculations8 suggest an extrinsic, Maxwell-Wagner-type,
origin for the dielectric response. Subramanianet al.1

pointed out that nonconducting barrier layers, possibly twin
boundaries, separating conducting domains could give rise to
the colossal dielectric response of the material through a
barrier-layer capacitance mechanism. Similar ideas were ex-
pressed also in Ref. 8. Based on impedance spectroscopy
data, Sinclairet al.9 later suggested that CCTO ceramics are
a single-step internal barrier-layer capacitor where insulating
grain boundaries separate semiconducting grains.

In this article we report that the dielectric response of thin
epitaxial CCTO films is strongly dominated by a power law,
and they behave as semiconductors with hopping conduc-
tion. Experiments on oxygen annealing suggest that the films
with lower oxygen content are intrinsically more conducting.
The most conducting films show the presence of relatively
low conducting capacitive layers in their morphology and
significantly larger dielectric constants at low frequencies.
Finally, CCTO films can be obtained that show the intrinsic
relative permittivity of the compound«8,100 at room tem-
perature. The observations provide additional evidence and
strongly support the arguments for a barrier-layer mechanism
of the origin of the colossal dielectric response of CCTO.
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II. EXPERIMENT

CCTO films were grown by pulsed laser deposition(PLD)
using a KrF laser with a wavelength of 248 nm on LaAlO3
(001) (LAO) substrates ofhs=500mm thickness(relative
permittivity «s=24) in oxygen atmosphere from CCTO ce-
ramic targets prepared by DuPont. The average fluence
across the laser spot on the target was kept equal to
,2.5 J/cm2. Pulse repetition rates were from 1 Hz to 5 Hz.
The film composition and structure were characterized by
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy(RBS), x-ray diffrac-
tometry, transmission electron microscopy(TEM), atomic
force microscopy(AFM), and scanning near-field microwave
microscopy.10 Electrical properties of the films were investi-
gated using interdigital electrode(IDE) capacitors litho-
graphically made on top of the films. We have characterized
properties of films of thicknesseshf ranging from
80 nm to 1500 nm.

The following growth conditions were found optimal for
both crystalline quality of the films and roughness of the film
surface: Substrate temperature is 695 °C, oxygen pressure is
60–200 mTorr, substrate is slightly immersed in the visible
plasma plume. The deposition rate for these conditions is
0.6–1 Å/pulse. After deposition, samples were cooled down
at the rate of 5°C/min in oxygen at pressurePO2
<750 Torr. Films produced under these conditions were
found to be rather conducting. Their room temperature con-
ductivity varied in the range 10−7–10−4 V−1 cm−1. To make
more insulating films, we decreased the deposition rate of the
films by decreasing the laser repetition rate and/or annealed
films in oxygen after deposition. Postdeposition anneals were
carried out in flowing oxygen at atmospheric pressure and at
a temperature of 695 °C.

The conductance of as deposited films was found to be
strongly dependent on deposition conditions and poorly re-
producible. Increase of the background oxygen pressure dur-
ing deposition resulted in less conducting films. Postdeposi-
tion annealing in oxygen always decreased the film
conductance and created films with similar properties. High-
resolution TEM investigations of the CCTO/LAO interface
show a very sharp and clean interface indicating that there is
no chemical reaction between the film and substrate during
annealing. Table I lists parameters of five samples chosen
based on their room temperature conductivity and discussed
in the paper.

CCTO grows epitaxially with thes00kd direction perpen-
dicular to the substrate surface with a high quality of epitaxy,

in agreement with the behavior reported in the literature.11,12

Figure 1 shows a typical result of x-ray diffractionu-2u scan
of a CCTO film. The full width at half maximum of the x-ray
diffraction rocking curves around the(004) CCTO peak of
as-deposited films was 0.57°–0.60°. RBS studies of the films
showed cation ratios corresponding to that of CCTO. TEM
studies showed that the film-substrate lattice mismatch was
relaxed by misfit dislocations at the interface.

Interdigital capacitors were made on top of the films after
all film fabrication steps. The layout of an interdigital capaci-
tor and notation of its dimensions are shown in Fig. 2. The
capacitor fingers were ofr =25 mm width and l =700mm
length and were separated by gaps of widthd=15 mm. The
electrodes consisted of either a,20 nm thick Pt layer or a
,10 nm thick Pt adhesion layer followed by a,20 nm thick
Au layer and were deposited through a photoresist mask by
PLD at room temperature with following lift-off. The para-
sitic resistance of the pure Pt electrodes is much larger than
that of Pt/Au electrodes and reaches 180V for some
samples. The parasitic resistance of Pt/Au electrodes does
not exceed 15V. The impedance of the IDE capacitors was
measured by means of LCR meters HP 4284A
s20 Hz–1 MHzd, Agilent 4285A s75 kHz–30 MHzd, and
SRS 510s100 Hz–100 kHzd.

If the film thicknesshf is much smaller than the interdigi-
tal capacitor dimensions(see Fig. 2), hf ! r, d, dend, hs, w, l,
the number of fingersn@3, and thickness of capacitor elec-
trodest! r, which was true in our experiments, the following

TABLE I. Parameters of CCTO thin film samples discussed in the paper:PO2
is the oxygen pressure in the

chamber during deposition,tann is the duration of annealing in oxygen,hf is the nominal film thickness,sdc

is the film dc conductivity at room temperature,n is the number of fingers of the interdigital capacitor, and
“Electrodes” is the electrode material.

Sample PO2
(mTorr) tann (h) hf (nm) sdc sV−1 cm−1d n Electrodes

1 80 230 3310−4 100 Pt

2 200 1500 1310−6 50 Pt

3 100 4 230 2310−7 50 Pt/Au

4 60 15 430 2310−8 50 Pt

5 80 32 230 2310−10 100 Pt

FIG. 1. Typical x-ray diffractionu-2u pattern of an epitaxial
CCTO film on(001) LaAlO3 substrate studied in the present work.
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approximate formula can be used to extract the film relative
permittivity «8 from the measured capacitanceCmeasand the
capacitanceCs of the same IDE capacitor made on a bare
substrate with a relative permittivity«s:

«8 < «s +
Cmeas− Cs

C8
, s1d

where

C8 =
1

2
sn − 3d«0lqn + 2«0lq3 + ns2 + pd«0rqend. s2d

In the last expression,«0 is the permittivity of vacuum, and
the coefficients are

qn =
p

3 ln 2 +pd/s2hfd
, s3d

q3 =
p

4 ln 2 +pd/hf
, s4d

qend=
p

4 ln 2 +pdend/hf
. s5d

Equations(1)–(5) follow from expressions for capacitance of
IDE capacitors on multilayered substrates derived in Ref. 13
and approximate the exact formulas with an accuracy of
,1% under our conditions.

The conductance of the LAO substrate is much smaller
than that of the CCTO films as was determined from the loss
tangent measurements of the substrate material. The fre-
quency dispersion of the substrate permittivity is negligibly
small in the whole frequency range, and the substrate contri-
bution to the frequency dependent part of the capacitance can
be neglected.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Room temperature frequency dependence
of dielectric response

Figure 3 shows the room temperature frequency depen-
dence of the capacitanceC and the conductanceG measured
in the CGp representation(parallel C and G) from

FIG. 2. Layout of an interdigital capacitor used to measure the
dielectric and conducting properties of CCTO films. Parameters are
defined in the text.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Room
temperature frequency response of
three IDE capacitors on the CCTO
films listed in Table I. Symbols
are the experimental data, solid
and dashed curves are fittings to
the models shown in the lower
right panel with ac conductance
Gacsfd=Gf f

s and capacitance
Csfd = C` + s2pd−1Gf tansps/2d
3f ss−1d as follows from the uni-
versal dielectric response law
(Ref. 14). Rs is the parasitic resis-
tance of the capacitor electrodes.
Parameters of the fits are shown in
corresponding panels. The dia-
monds show the dc
conductance of the capacitors
Gsf =0d.
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20 Hz to 30 MHz for the three most conducting samples
listed in Table I. The open symbols are experimental data and
the solid and dashed lines are fits for the measurement data
using the capacitor models shown in the lower right panel of
Fig. 3. As is seen, the experimental data for the CCTO thin
films do not feature the clear Debye-like behavior demon-
strated by CCTO ceramics and single crystals. Instead, their
dielectric behavior has a strong contribution of a power law.
In a log-log representation, the power law is linearized and it
can be recognized in the capacitance data for samples 1 and
2, as well as in the conductance data for sample 3.

To analyze details of the dielectric response of our CCTO
films, we start with the simplest equivalent circuit model
taking into account the power-law frequency behavior of the
capacitors, model A in Fig. 3. This model includes a capaci-
tanceCsfd describing the real part of the relative permittivity
of the material, conductancesGdc and Gacsfd describing the
intrinsic dc conductance and the ac conductance of the ma-
terial, and the parasitic resistance of the capacitor electrodes
Rs. The ac conductanceGacsfd and the capacitanceCsfd of
the model follow the power law[Curie–von Schweidler law,
or universal dielectric response(UDR) law4,14,15]

Gacsfd = Gf f
s, s6d

Csfd = C` + s2pd−1Gf tansps/2df ss−1d. s7d

The conductance data of all the three samples can be well
fitted with this model in the whole frequency range, whereas
the capacitance data for samples 1 and 2 can be fitted only
partially, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3. The param-
eters of the fittings are displayed in the corresponding panels.
The capacitance data for samples 1 and 2 deviate from the
UDR fits at low frequencies, which might indicate a contri-
bution from possible capacitive layers with lower conductiv-
ity (blocking layers).

Therefore, we further continue with the analysis of the
responses of samples 1 and 2 only. To take the low frequency
deviation into account, we add a parallelRC circuit with
frequency independent parameters in series with elements of
model A as shown by model B in Fig. 3. Now, very good fits
can be obtained for the capacitance response of both samples
1 and 2 in the whole frequency range; however, the corre-
sponding conductivity curves significantly deviate from the
experimental points(see dashed lines denoted with the letter
B in the upper panels of Fig. 3). Addition of one more ele-
ment, a frequency independent leakage conductanceGleak
around the UDR and the blocking components, as shown in
model C, Fig. 3, makes it possible to fit simultaneously both
capacitance and conductance data with one set of parameters
(see dashed lines denoted with the letter C in the upper pan-
els of Fig. 3; the conductivity curves for models A and C
almost overlap).

We would like to note here that model B both with UDR
dependent and with frequency independent parameters was
invoked in the literature to explain the colossal dielectric
response of the bulk CCTO.4,9,16 For a pronounced Debye-
like behavior, as demonstrated by bulk CCTO, it is necessary
that Gblock!Gdc. Note that a capacitor in series with anRC
circuit represents systems with Debye dipolar relaxation.15

The frequency response of sample 3 is different from that
of samples 1 and 2. Model A is sufficient to fit the response
of sample 3(see solid lines in the lower left part of Fig. 3).
Moreover, models B and C cannot satisfactorily describe the
response of sample 3. An attempt to fit the capacitance data
with the use of model C resulted in a very largeC`

<59 pF, which gives«8̀ <460, an unrealistically high value.
The fit with the use of model A results inC`<42 pF and
«8̀ =90.

As can be concluded, sample 3 is either missing any in-
sulating blocking layer components that are present in
samples 1 and 2 and in bulk materials, or their effect is
removed because the intrinsic conductivity of the material
dropped below some critical value, and we observe the in-
trinsic frequency response of the material in the whole fre-
quency range.

The values ofC` found from the fit for sample 1 using
model C is lower than the capacitance of the same IDE ca-
pacitor on a bare substrate, which was attributed to a high
leakage in the film. The fit for sample 2 resulted in«8̀
=64±20. The values of«8̀ for samples 2 and 3 are close to
,80 found at terahertz frequencies in Ref. 2 for the dielectric
constant of CCTO single crystals. Additionally, measure-
ments at 1.4 GHz made with a microwave microscope10 on
sample 3 gave«8=40±20. Application of up to ±40 V bias
voltage to the capacitors did not change the dielectric re-
sponse of the films, demonstrating the linearity of the dielec-
tric properties of the CCTO films. The parasitic resistance of
the capacitor electrodesRs causes a downturn in the capaci-
tance as well as a strong upturn in the conductance data upon
increase of frequency at the highest frequencies of the range.
These features are more pronounced for samples with larger
Rs as seen in Fig. 3. The difference inRs of the three samples
arises from different electrode materials and different thick-
nesses of the Pt film. The values of the parameterRs obtained
from the fittings of Fig. 3 are consistent with the resistivity
of the Au and Pt thin films and with the geometry of the
capacitor electrodes.

The capacitance of sample 5(Table I), obtained with a
long anneal in oxygen, is weakly frequency dependent at
room temperature and remains close to a value correspond-
ing to a CCTO film permittivity of,100 in the whole fre-
quency range.

In the present state of our knowledge of CCTO and within
the scope of the present study, we cannot identify the nature
of conduction in general and the leakage in particular in our
CCTO films. CCTO is a Mott-Hubbard insulator8 and might
become conducting by relatively small deviations from sto-
ichiometry, by doping with oxygen vacancies, or due to de-
fects. A possible scenario consistent with model C can in-
clude leakage along grain boundaries due to deviation from
stoichiometry and accumulation of defects along them. Then,
as follows from model C, the electrodes do not create barri-
ers at interfaces with the leaking component, and the block-
ing layers should be internal to the less conducting grains.
Annealing in oxygen leads to restoration of defects and to
oxidation of the material inside the grains and in the grain
boundaries. Both these processes result in drop of intrinsic
and leakage conductance of the films.
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B. Temperature dependence of permittivity and conductivity

Figure 4 shows the temperature dependence of the film
relative permittivity at four frequencies logarithmically sepa-
rated by one decade, and the 100 Hz conductivity for all the
five samples listed in Table I in the temperature range from
80 to 300 K. The 100 Hz conductivity was obtained from
the capacitor loss tangent data. Similar to the bulk
materials1,2 and to the thin films of Ref. 11, the permittivity
of the CCTO films starts to rise from a value of about 100
with increasing temperature. At the lowest temperatures, the
permittivity is independent of frequency within the measure-
ment error. For the sample with the lowest conductivity, the
relative permittivity is close to 100 almost independent of
temperature and frequency.

To find out whether the power-law behavior found at
room temperature is preserved at lower temperatures, we re-
plotted the permittivity data of Fig. 4 in the following way.
We subtracted values of the relative dielectric constant ob-

tained at a temperature of 80 K«80 K8 from the data points for
each frequency and plotted the differences«8−«80 K8 d on a
logarithmic scale versus temperature. We take into account
here that«80 K8 <«8̀ obtained at room temperature. The result
is displayed in Fig. 5. Only data points with a significant
signal-to-noise ratio are shown. In the case of sample 1, the
value of «80 K8 for 1000 Hz was used to plot the 100 Hz
curve.

We note that the power law is linearized in the log-log
representation. Since the four frequencies used for the plots
are logarithmically spaced by one decade, this representation
immediately shows how close to the UDR the frequency

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of dielectric response for
CCTO films listed in Table I between 80 K and 300 K.«8 is the real
part of the relative permittivity shown for four frequencies(open
symbols) 100 Hz, 1000 Hz, 10 kHz, and 100 kHz.s is the film
conductivity at a frequency of 100 Hz.

FIG. 5. The permittivity temperature dependence data of Fig. 4
are replotted here for the three most conducting samples after sub-
traction of «80 K8 . Only data points with significant signal-to-noise
ratio are shown. In the case of sample 1, the value of«80 K8 for
1000 Hz was used to plot the curve for 100 Hz.
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dependence of the permittivity remains upon lowering the
temperature. For instance, the curves for sample 3 look like
four equally separated parallel lines, which indicates preser-
vation of the UDR frequency response up to at least 170 K
with a small temperature dependence of thes parameter.

Figure 6(a) shows Arrhenius plots for the 100 Hz conduc-
tivity of samples 1–4. According to the fits and model C of
Fig. 3, the conductance of the films is strongly dominated by
the highly conducting leakage component in the films. Nev-
ertheless, the analysis of temperature dependence of the film
conductivity can provide some insight into the conduction
mechanisms of CCTO. We assume here that the contribution
of the ac part of the UDR conductivity is negligibly small at
this frequency, as can be deduced from the room temperature
data of Fig. 3. The Arrhenius representation linearizes the
thermally activated conductions,exps−Ea/kBTd. As can be
seen after careful consideration, only the data for sample 1
from 80 K to about 130 K and from 170 K to 300 K can be

well linearized in this representation, with activation energies
of 0.08 eV and 0.16 eV, respectively. The behavior of the
three other curves deviates from the thermally activated be-
havior. However, the three curves can be piecewise linear-
ized in the representation lns versus 1/T1/4, as shown in Fig.
6(b). The latter representation corresponds to the three-
dimensional variable-range hopping conduction model17

with s,exps−B/T1/4d. The data for sample 2 can be linear-
ized in this representation in a large temperature range from
180 K to room temperature. The data for sample 3 can be
better linearized in the representation lns versus 1/T1/4 only
for lower temperatures. At higher temperatures, both the rep-
resentations are indistinguishable. And the data for sample 4
can be linearized in the latter representation in the whole
temperature range where the conductivity is measurable, i.e.,
between about 240 K and room temperature. This analysis
suggests that the hopping of localized charge carriers is the
dominant mechanism of charge transport in the samples with
lower conductivity, whereas thermally activated transport
prevails in the conduction of sample 1.

C. Analysis and discussion

At this stage we can make a preliminary assessment of
our results. The most striking feature of the epitaxial CCTO
thin films is that their dielectric response is strongly domi-
nated by a power law in frequency, in contrast to the Debye-
like response of the bulk material. Experiments on annealing
of the films in oxygen suggest that films with lower oxygen
content are intrinsically more conducting. With increase of
the oxygen content the room temperature frequency response
of the CCTO thin films evolves from the response indicating
presence of some relatively low-conducting capacitive layers
to purely power law, and then toward frequency independent
response with«8 close to 100. The most conducting films
show significantly larger room temperature dielectric con-
stants at low frequencies(«8,33104 at f =20 Hz).

The power-law frequency dependence of dielectric prop-
erties is a behavior typical for semiconducting materials with
hopping localized charge carriers.4,14,15,17,18This result, along
with the observed strong correlation between the temperature
behavior of conductivity and permittivity, allows us to con-
clude that we are dealing with carrier polarization in the
CCTO films. The effect of annealing in oxygen on conduc-
tivity suggests that oxygen deficit is a cause of the relatively
high film conductivity.

The observations described above strongly support argu-
ments in the literature1,4,8,9,16on the role of blocking barrier
layers in CCTO and evidence for an extrinsic, Maxwell-
Wagner-type, origin of the colossal dielectric response of
CCTO ceramics and single crystals. They also imply that the
blocking layers must be insulating, thus cutting down on the
number of possible microscopic morphologies suggested for
bulk CCTO by Cohenet al.19 We did not find any significant
dependence of film properties on thickness, in contrast to
Ref. 11.

It is of interest in this context to directly compare the
characteristics of the dielectric responses of thin films and
some of the CCTO bulk samples. The room temperature

FIG. 6. (a) Arrhenius plots for 100 Hz conductivity of the four
most conducting samples listed in Table I. Dashed lines show the
parts of the curves that can be approximately linearized by the
Arrhenius representation. The numbers are activation energies.(b)
Conductivity at 100 Hz of the four most conducting samples of
Table I shown in the representation linearizing the laws,exp
s−B/T1/4d. Piecewise, the conductivity data for samples 2–4 can be
better linearized in this representation than in the Arrhenius repre-
sentation. Numbers are the values of the parameterB in units of
K1/4.
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measurement of the response of the ceramic target we used
for film deposition(not shown) yielded«100 Hz8 <4000 and a
pronounced Debye-like response. The fit of the response
with model B, Fig. 3, resulted inGdc/Gblock=53104 with an
intrinsic dc conductivity of the ceramic sdc

int<3
310−4 V−1 cm−1, assuming that the blocking layers are thin
and constitute a small fraction of the sample volume. For the
thin film sample 1,Gdc/Gblock<1 and the internal conduc-
tivity sdc

int<7310−6 V−1 cm−1, again assuming that blocking
layers along with leakage paths make up only a small frac-
tion of the sample volume. A comparison of these values
suggests that the ceramic material is intrinsically more con-
ducting and its barrier layers block conductivity more effi-
ciently.

It is still an open question as to what microscopic fea-
ture(s) produce the blocking layers in CCTO samples.
Lunkenheimeret al.20 recently showed that contacts contrib-
ute to the dielectric response of the CCTO bulk ceramic
samples, and this contribution can constitute a significant
fraction of their response at low frequencies. However, to
date there is no unambiguous experiment that demonstrates
that the influence of electrodes alone can explain all the be-
havior of CCTO dielectric response especially in single crys-
tals. Apart from the contribution of electrode-sample inter-
faces, a microscopic picture of hopping localized charge
carriers confined within small domains, whose boundaries
make up large energy barriers for hopping, remains plau-
sible. Within this picture, the boundaries of the small do-
mains constitute a dense network without “holes” for con-
ductivity, and the exact morphology and characteristic scales
of the network such as domain size are dependent on sample
processing conditions. Suggestions for possible domain
boundaries include grain boundaries,9,16 twin boundaries,1

and compositional and antiphase domain boundaries.19 We
take this opportunity to examine the microstructure of our
films for evidence(or absence) of any of the proposed block-
ing layers with focus on possible twinning of the films. The
films showing a dielectric behavior suggestive of the pres-
ence of some barrier layers, similar to sample 1 discussed
above, are of particular interest.

The films are epitaxial, but morphologically they consist
of grains separated by grain boundaries. Taking into account
the results of fits of the room temperature dielectric response
(Fig. 3), most probably the grain boundaries in the films are
more conducting than the grains and cannot act as barrier
layers. However, one cannot exclude grain boundaries as
possible blocking layers in CCTO bulk ceramics based on
this fact, because the microstructure of grain boundaries can
be different in thin films and ceramics due to significantly
different fabrication processes.

To investigate the microstructure of our films, we have
performed a detailed plan-view and cross-sectional TEM
study of the films. Figure 7(a) shows a simulated electron
diffraction pattern from the ideal, twin-free, CCTO lattice

with the Im3̄ space symmetry group. Note that due to the

Im3̄ symmetry of the lattice the diffraction pattern is not
symmetric relative to thek0ll l directions of the pattern;
namely, pairs of spots within a set, e.g., sets{013} or {024},
located symmetrically relative to theh0ll j directions have

significantly different intensities. As reported in Ref. 1, the
Laue group of twinned CCTO single crystals appeared to be
m3̄m instead ofm3̄. This means that a CCTO lattice contain-
ing twins would produce a diffraction pattern where all spots
within each set,{013}, {024}, etc., are of equal intensity.
The spot positions would be the same for bothm3̄ andm3̄m
Laue groups. The experimental diffraction pattern in Fig.
7(b) does not show the asymmetry in the intensities of the
spots seen in the simulated diffraction pattern in Fig. 7(a). At
the same time, the relative intensities of the spots in the
experimental diffraction pattern are different from those ex-
pected for the twinned lattice. A possible explanation for the
lack of asymmetry in the intensity of the spots is that the
CCTO film is twinned at a scale smaller than the area that the
diffraction pattern came from and, since the film consists of
slightly misoriented grains, the experimental diffraction pat-

tern of Fig. 7(b) does not posses either a clearm3̄ or m3̄m
symmetry. It is possible also that the films are not twinned
but the spots in the diffraction pattern have approximately
the same intensity due to multiple diffraction. Microdiffrac-
tion patterns obtained with a beam of 40 nm in diameter did
not show the asymmetric patterns either, indicating that if
there are twins in the crystal they must be smaller than
40 nm in size.

To further identify twins in the CCTO films, we imple-
mented dark field imaging with use of diffracted beams cor-
responding to spots of sets{013} and{024}. Twins contrib-
uting differently to spots of these sets should give rise to
twining contrast in dark field images. Figure 7(c) shows a
dark field image of the CCTO film cross section taken with
the (013) spot. We do observe contrast between grains here.
This contrast can be due to slight misorientation between

FIG. 7. (a) Simulated electron diffraction pattern corresponding

to ideal, twin-free CCTO lattice with symmetry groupIm3̄; the spot
diameters are proportional to their intensity.(b) Small-area diffrac-
tion pattern taken from the CCTO film.(c) TEM dark field image of
a cross section of a CCTO film on LAO; the image is taken using
the (013) spot of the film pattern.(d) HRTEM image of the film-
substrate interface of a sample annealed 15 h at 695 °C.
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grains and because the grains can be “twins” to each other.
Some contrast observed within grains is most probably
caused by strain. There is no contrast seen within grains that
is consistent with the presence of twinning. Using the highest
possible magnification accessible with this technique, we are
able to state that the films do not contain twin domains larger
than 10 nm. The presence of smaller twins cannot be ex-
cluded, however. It is believed that the twins are in the Ti-O
sublattice, making their observation by high-resolution TEM
difficult.21

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, CaCu3Ti4O12 thin films grown epitaxially
on LaAlO3 (001) substrates by PLD were found to be semi-
conducting with frequency response strongly dominated by a
power law, typical of materials with localized hopping
charge carriers. The room temperature frequency response of
the CCTO thin films converges with increase of the oxygen
content from a response indicating the presence of the rela-
tively low conducting capacitive layers, through purely

power law, toward frequency independent response with«8
close to 100. Films with lower oxygen content are intrinsi-
cally more conducting. Lowering the temperature leads to
decrease of the film conductance and to decrease of the di-
electric response, which remains dominated by the power
law. BelowT,80 K, the dielectric response of the films was
found to be frequency independent with«8 close to 100. The
observations suggest that we are dealing with carrier polar-
ization in the CCTO films. The results can be considered as
additional evidence that the giant dielectric constants of bulk
and thin films of CCTO reported in the literature are of ex-
trinsic origin of Maxwell-Wagner type. Detailed plan-view
and cross-sectional TEM studies did not reveal twin domains
of size larger than 10 nm in our CCTO films.
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